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ASUOP'S presidential race was

decided last week when Eric
Kjeldgaard surfaced to the top,
receiving 57 percent of the total
votes cast.
Kjeldgaard attributes his victory
to his wide representation on cam
pus. Currently he is involved as a
resident assistant in Grace Covell,
assistant manager of the ASUOP
Grocery Store, a member of
Archania fraternity, co-rush chair
man of the Interfraternity Council
and chairman of a committee that
is currently looking into the
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giving students a chance to interact
with each other. If the hour is
approved it will go into effect next
spring.
A second goal of his is to place a
stationary or mobile food service
cart and a telephone at the Phar
macy School.
When asked what he will do
differently than Norman Allen,
current
ASUOP
president,
Kjeldgaard remarked, "Internally
Norman has done a terrific job.
However, I would like to take a
stronger role when voicing the stu
dents' opinion to the administra
tion."
According to Kjeldgaard, the
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News Editor

Union member, activist leader, social critic, politician, writer,
teacher, wife and mother. Women of America have been aU of these,
and more, throughout the development of their country. Some have
been known to work silently behind the scenes, others to step up front
and raise their voices.
The month of March is now recognized as National Women's
History Month to honor these women who have not been content to
sit quietly at home, but who have voiced their thoughts and beliefs and
who have become a part of the creation of their society.
The celebration of various events focusing on women's history will
occur during this month at the University of the Pacific and in
Stockton. Recognition of active women will be made locally as well as
nationally.
Sally Miller, history professor at UOP, is one such woman who has
been recognized locally and nationally. Recently Miller was one of
nine women honored at a Susan B. Anthony Banquet, sponsored by
the San Joaquin County Commission on the Status of Women.
One of the many contributions Miller has made to society is the
publication in 1982 of a collaboration of essays, letters, and speeches
of another woman very active in American and international politics
and society. The woman's name was Kate Richards O'Hare, born in
Kansas in 1876 and active politically and socially through the
beginning of the twentieth century.
The book, which Miller compiled with Philip S. Foner, was written
into a script by Cynthia Moore, alumna of UOP. Moore will be
presenting the play in a solo performance on March 10 at 9 p.m. in the
Z-East Building at UOP. She will be using her acting experience from
major roles at the Stockton Civic Theatre and other places to portray
the personality and energy which O'Hare exhibited in her time.
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best way to deal with the admini
stration is to tell them exactly what
the students want. However,
"people do need to remember that 5
I am an individual like everyone £
else and will always reserve the £
right to express my own opinion. J§
But when it comes down to it, I am 5
a representative for over 3,500 peo- "§
pie, and 1 will fight for what they ^
want."
|
The inauguration of Kjeldgaard H
into the office as 1988-89 ASUOP
|
president will take place Wed- <J
nesday, March 9, at 3 p.m. in the
Eric Kjeldgaard, 1988-89 ASUOP president
Gold Room.
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Awareness or AIDS?
practices.
wouldn't know about a student
"Anyone can get AIDS under
with AIDS unless they brought it
Staff Writer
the right circumstances. That
to our attention."
means me and that means you.
Although AIDS is constantly in
Sexual Awareness Week began
Students don't realize that AIDS
the news around the world, do
on a serious yet disturbing note
affects everyone in some way or
students at UOP really care? One
with a panel discussion on the
another. Whether you know some
student says, "students are
theme "AIDS: What you don't
one who has AIDS, someone who
reducing the amount of sexual
know can hurt you."
died of AIDS, or have just heard
activity." She adds, "the cost of
The panel included two AIDS vicabout AIDS, AIDS is an interna
AIDS are far greater than the
tims, also called PWAs (Person
tional health threat," said Bill Rau
rewards of a sexual relationship.
With Aids), and speakers from
of the San Joaquin AIDS Founda
Girls are much less likely to meet
Planned Parenthood, the San Joa
someone in a bar and immediately
tion.
quin Health District and the San
"When
you
have
sex
with
some
go
[to bed] with them. Relation
Joaquin AIDS Foundation who
one, you are having sex with every ships need to be pursued socially
spoke to an intimate crowd of six
first. We are all beginning to fol
one they have had sex with. It just
students.
takes
one
contact,
one
contact
that
low
our heads before our hearts."
The goal of the night was to
will
change
your
life.
I
am
37
and
Vi
Moore, manager of the stu
dispell the myths surrounding
will be 38 in May if I live that
dent advising program says incom
AIDS while discussing the psycho
long," Doug, a PWA said.
ing Pacific students want to know
logical and sociological aspect of
Beau,
a
PWA,
said,
"I
am
a
more about AIDS. As a result, the
•he disease.
flower
child.
I
admit
I
did
indulge
Student
Advisors are in the process
'AIDS, Acquired Immune De
myself but what I did eleven years of integrating a workshop titled
ficiency Syndrome, is a set of
ago is showing up now. Last De "Choices" into their program. The
symptoms that break down a per
cember I was diagnosed as having
workshop, to be given during or
son's natural immune system and
AIDS. Shortly after my wife was ientation for freshman and
their ability to fight off disease.
diagnosed with AIDS and we have transfer students, will touch on the
People who suffer from AIDS are
an eighteen year old son. We often
AIDS issue.
stilnerable to serious illnesses that
wonder when we are leaving him. I
Although the University is tak
formally would be fought off by a
am convinced that if you love ing steps against AIDS, some stu
healthy immune system," said Patsomeone you show them by prac dents think the campus is too con
h Paddock of the San Joaquin
servative, that students do not
ticing safe sex."
Health District. "The most fre
"Safe sex can be fun. Finding
know how to treat an AIDS victim.
quently contracted disease is pep
the right condom is like buying a "The worst thing about AIDS is
Pneumonia, Pneumocystis carnii
pair of shoes, You all might laugh
prejudice against people who have
Pneumonia."
but the only way to stop this it. It is not fair to treat them
The AIDS Foundation has div
differently," said Michelle DaGradisease is education and a change
ided sexual activities into three catin behavior," Rau said.
de, a junior at Pacific.
Tories that are used universally:
Pacific has an AIDS Task Force
"We are no different than you
sufe sex practices, possibly safe sex
chaired by Greg Boardman, direc or anyone on this college campus.
Practices and unsafe sex practices,
tor of Student Life. The goal of the We have families, we have long
^nfe sex practices include dry kis
task force is to educate students on term plans, we want to live. We all
sing, hugging, body massage, muthe correct facts about AIDS, how have to join together as a commun
hral masturbation, voyeurism,
it is spread and how it can be ity and face this disease through
Exhibitionism, and fantasy. Possiprevented. Information is available education and positive thinking.
% safe sex practices include
to all members of the University After all it can happen to you,"
french kissing, intercourse with community as well as several video said Beau.
fondoms and sucking if you stop tapes available for viewing, accord
For additional information on
^fore the climax. Rimming, fis
sexual awareness week or the
ing to Boardman.
ting, blood contact, sharing sex
According to Boardman, there AIDS issue contact Ben at ASUOP
^ys or needles, semen or urine in
have been no known cases of at 946-2233.
"re mouth, and intercourse with
AIDS at Pacific. "However, we
out a condom are all unsafe sex

Kate Richards O'Hare
O'Hare was an effective orator and leader in her era. Beginning at
the age of 17, as a member of the International Association of
Machinists, she moved on to become an important leader in the
international socialist movement, editor of a socialist monthly
newspaper, National Rip-Saw, and held other active positions with the
Socialist Party. She's most remembered for her energy in speaking out
against World War I, and for her arrest for espionage which soon
followed.
Yet, O'Hare's energy was not destroyed. She was later exonerated
(see WOMEN, page 8)

Maroot, next COPA president,
reveals high hopes for college
funding formula, and Maroot
plans to work toward changing it.
Some of his ideas include a
COPA calendar, in which each
month would feature a male/fe
male representative to model clothes,
and increase publicity. Mar
oot would also like to see more
COPA news in the Pacifican.
He plans to work closely with
newly elected ASUOP President
Eric Kjeldgaard, and will "give 100
percent to improve relations ... if
we can work together, we can
make it • easier for each other."

Dana Hazard
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heard in America

But when it conies down to it, I am a representative for
over 3,500 people, and I will fight for what they want.'

declining fraternity enrollment.
"The immediate future will be a
time of orientating myself into the
system and learning the nuts and
lolts of my office. I cannot oper
ate efficiently until I understand
exactly what is happening,"
jeldgaard said.
One of his long term goals is
tampus unity. The idea of a free
tour of scheduling is being pre
sented to President Atchley, and,
"he's really excited about it,"
Kjeldgaard said.
The proposed free hour would
he to promote campus unity while

editorial

Since 1908

Kjeldgaard prepares for office
Dana Hazard
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'88-'89 ASUOP President to be inaugurated next week

Staff Writer

across the nation

"I plan to work on expan
ding COPA and increasing
student involvement."
-Greg Maroot

Greg Maroot, 1988-89 COPA president
Sienna Yoshida
Asst. News Editor

Last week's election was a close
race, but the results show, by six
votes, that Greg Maroot will be the
1988-89 College of the Pacific Stu
dent Association (COPA) presi
dent.
"I think the people saw I was an
incumbent and knew I was
competent for the job," Maroot
said. "I was known by the consti
tuents ... 1 have a lot of ideas for
COPA."
The newly elected president has
high hopes for the organization. In
raw numbers, "we should be the
second biggest organization on
campus, with about 1,300 consti
tuents," he insisted. "I plan to
work on expanding COPA and
increasing student involvement."
Maroot is a junior majoring in

urban affairs and has had two
years of experience under his belt.
Last year, he held an assembly
position in COPA and is current
ly COPA vice president, under
President Antonio Porras.
The transition to next year
should be smooth due to the fact
that the two leaders see "eye to eye
on a lot of issues and building on
the growth of COPA," according
to Maroot.
In Maroot's eyes, the major
problems are ASUOP budget re
strictions and student participa
tion. According to him, ASUOP
has control over the money and
gives COPA a $16,000 yearly bud
get.
With these kinds of funds, "It's
hard for us to initiate programs ...
basically, COP students are losing
out." A lot of the problem stems
from the 1971 constituent school

Christine Schmidt has been elec
ted as the 1988-89 COPA vice
president.
According to Antonio Porras,
COPA is planning to have a public
inauguration for Maroot and
Schmidt in April in the McCaffrey
University Center. Both will take
office at the beginning of the fall
1988 semester.
COPA is an organization
created to foster identity among
College of the Pacific students who
are studying within a variety of
majors.
COPA also works to aid
student-faculty relationships, to
help students better understand the
College and University academic
and administrative operations and
to develop programs which incor
porate academic and residential
life. The organization also spon
sors activities which help fund
student groups that benefit COP
students and appoints represen
tatives to committees of the
College and University.
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Camp feels sting of prejudice
Jennifer Paul
Staff Writer

PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION ... The Associated
Students cordially invite you to attend the Inauguration of
Eric Kjeldgaard, as 1988-89 ASUOP president, Wednes
day, March 9, 3 p.m. at the Gold Room. RSVP 946-2233.
CREDIT FOR STUDENTS... the credit union on the
campus of the University of the Pacific is now open to all
students. Located in Bannister Hall, this office is a branch
of the Central State Credit Union, and was previously
available to only UOP employees. A $50 deposit in shares
is required as well as a $1 one-time membership fee.
USF BACHELOR'S PROGRAM FOR WORKING
ADULTS OFFERED ... The University of San Francisco
will offer an evening program leading to the bachelor of
science degree in organizational behavior. This program is
designed for working adults who have completed approxi
mately two y u s of college. A one hour orientation
seminar will be held at San Joaquin Delta College, Shima
No. 215 on March 10, at 6 p.m. Additional information
may be obtained by contacting Diana Parks, at (209)
474-1270.
GOOD NUTRITION FOR TODAY AND TOMOR
ROW ... Nutrition Week, March 7-11, will be in the
residence dining halls: Grace Covell, Elbert Covell and
Callison. Come have your diet analyzed, blood pressure
checked and questions answered. Join the fun for a week
and have fabulous nutritious food at the Thursday, March
10 dinner.
MEN AND WOMEN CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
... There will be a mandatory meeting in the Main Gym on
Tuesday, March 8, at 6 p.m. for those interested. For
more information, call Debby at 946-2472. Come join the
fun and support UOP.
"SECOND TIME AROUND" ... The Stockton Civic
Theatre will be presenting a modern day love
story with a bit of a twist, entitled "Second Time
Around." Performances are from March 4 through 26.
All performances are at 8 p.m. and Sunday matinees are
at 2:30 p.m. For reservations call anytime (209) 473-2424.
*Studfnt Rush Prices: $2, five minutes before perform
ance on unsold seats.
FUTURIST AWARDS COMPETITION ... Time is
running out to enter Honeywell's sixth annual Futurist
Awards Competition, an opportunity for college students
to write about technology as they see it 25 years in the
future. The deadline for requesting entry forms is March
4, and the contest closes on March 18. Each winner will
receive a $3,000 cash prize and an all-expense paid trip to
Minneapolis for the awards banquet in April. For
application/information call 1 -800-328-5111.
TAU BETA PI COMES TO UOP ... On March 5, Tau
Beta Sigma will become the new California Pi chapter of
Tau Beta Pi, a national engineering fraternity dedicated to
the enlightenment of the engineering community. It was
founded by Dr. Edward Higginson Williams, Jr. in 1885
at Lehigh University.
UOP has been trying for a number of years to have a
Tau Beta Pi chapter on campus. After the hard work of
numerous Tau Beta Sigma officers and engineering
professors, the installation ceremony will take place all
day on Saturday. Tau Beta Sigma alumni are welcome to
attend the ceremony since Tau Beta Pi membership also
extends to alumni.
Requirements for membership include scholarship,
character and quality. Tau Beta Pi stresses the importance
of having more than a solid background in engineering.
Members are encouraged to pursue other academic
subjects or interests.
ST. PATRICK'S DAY AT THE ZOO ... Through
March 10, two animals will be available for sponsorship at
Micke Grove Zoo: the Green Monkey, regularly $25, will
be $15, and the Green-winged Macaw will be half off,
from $50 to $25. "Parents" receive a "Zoo Parent"
bumper sticker, personalized certificate and their name
displayed on a plaque at the Zoo. All adopted animals
remain at the Zoo. For more information, call the Micke
Grove Zoo office at (209) 331-7270 or 953-8840.

STOCKTON "ROUND TABLE" DISCUSSION ON
THE ARTS ... The public is invited to attend an open
forum discussion on the state of the arts in Stockton on
Tuesday, March 8,7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m., at the Art
Center of the University of the Pacific. The purpose is to
evaluate the present needs of the community for art
programs and activities and, most importantly, to develop
a vision for the future of the arts in the county.

"Prejudice teaches that people
can be legally separated by walls,
but it also teaches that no wall can
be built high enough." These
words were written by an unknown
author, but their meaning is still
revealed in the actions of teenagers
that gather for summer camp each
year.
For over 30 years, high school
students have attended the one
week Anytown camp. By the
fourth night, delegates find them
selves sitting around a campfire
arm-in-arm, singing "We Shall
Overcome."
But Thursday morning, the uni
ty has disappeared. No one is
singing; few are even speaking.
There is silence throughout the
camp, located in the mountains 25
miles northeast of Prescott,
Arizona.
Anytowns's segregation exercise
has begun and delegates who have
never before felt the pain of preju
dice and discrimination are now
experiencing them firsthand.
The delegates are awakened
Thursday morning, and at the 8

a.m. flag raising, are given differ
ent colored armbands according to
their ethnic, racial or religious
backgrounds. They are instructed
by Rudy Paz, co-director of Any
town, "not to talk, eat, laugh, or
communicate with anyone who
does not have the same color band
on as yourself. If you do, you will
have to deal with me."
Friends cannot laugh, joke or
even say "excuse me" as they get
ready for the day's activities. It is
impossible for the Asian delegates
to play a game of basketball
because there aren't enough people
in their group to make up two
teams; even if there were enough,
the black group owns the ball.
Across camp, in the women's
bathroom, two girls wearing dif
ferent colored armbands stand side
by side. After recognizing the
difference in the colors wrapped
around their arms, one girl walks
out in search of someone with a
matching color band who can lend
her a hair dryer.
The 18 different groups
represented at Anytown remains
segregated throughout the mor
ning, and their unhappiness is ap
parent to all.

Travel takes a trip
Jennifer Paul
Staff Writer

ASUOP Travel arranged for a
one-way ticket from the ASUOP
Office to a new location in the
northwest corner of the McCaffrey
Center Game Room, where it
arrived last week.
The idea to move came up last
June. According to Jim Paull,
McCaffrey Center director, "The
ASUOP Office was just too crowd
ed, so we began to explore possi
bilities to remedy the problem."
Originally, the possibility of
moving the whole graphics depart
ment down to the Game Room
was considered, but due to ventila
tion problems, "Graphics couldn't
come down, so Travel moved in
stead," said Paull. The problem
with ventilation and flammable
inks have resulted in a limited
variety of what the room could be

used for.
"Bringing Travel downstairs is a
very positive change," said Julie
Rapp, who has been a travel agent
for two years. "It gives us and
ASUOP more space, and it makes
us much more visible to students.
With the Game Room being open
every night until at least 11 p.m. we
can now have evening hours. This
should help students who have
classes all day."
The agency will remain a perma
nent part of the Game Room,
although the final configuration of
space and decorating still needs to
be done, according to Paull.
With a new computer being
hooked up within the next month
along with three travel agents
working in the new office, ASUOP
Travel will soon be ready to handle
Spring Break travel arrangements.
For more information, call 9462233.

Carter escorts co-eds
Whit Snow
Staff Writer

In recent weeks, it has come to
the attention of the campus
community that there have been a
number of incidents involving
attacks upon women walking on
campus after dark. These incidents
have inspired editorials and
opinions in the Pacifican, and have
encouraged campus living groups
to take the initiative to set up escort
services.
One such escort service has been
set up by the residents of Carter
House. Marco Barbieri, newlyelected president of Carter, organi
zed the service three weeks ago.
According to Barbieri, he came up
with the idea before he was elected
president, when Norman Allen
came to speak to Carter.
"Questions arose about an escort
service and what [ASUOP] was
going to do," said Barbieri, "and I
thought to myself, well, maybe I
should get one started."
Barbieri said he passed around a

form to collect names and phone
numbers of interested male resi
dents and gave a copy to each girl
in the hall. Sixteen students and
David Post, head resident of Car
ter, signed up to be a part of the
escort service. "The girls," Bar
bieri said, "are free to call any of
us anytime," in the event that they
are stranded across campus after
dark without a ride.
Barbieri said that the Residence
Hall Association (RHA) tried to
set up an escort service last semes
ter, but nothing materialized. In
addition, Barbieri said that when
Allen spoke to the Carter House
residents, he described a potential
plan in which a stranded student
could phone Public Safety at any
time and get a ride home. Nothing
has resulted as yet from that idea.
Barbieri urges other residence
halls to set up escort services also.
When asked about the nature of
setting up a service, Barbieri re
plied, "It's really simple to do;
guys are willing to do it, and girls
really seem to love the idea."

Applications are now being
accepted for editorial positions
for the 1988-89 Pacifican staff.

In late morning, the delegates
and staff head up the hill for the
daily sing-along consisting of songs
about brotherhood and unity.
The first song of the day is the
Anytown theme song:
"Anytown, Anytown
Yellow, black, white, red or
brown
Makes no difference when you
come down
To Anytown, our Anytown."
After the first verse, some of the
delegates, with tears running down
their faces, begin looking around
to see how their friends are react
ing.

"It's a scary feeling," says coun
selor Michele Aguilar, "What if
your friends aren't feeling the same
emotions that you are?" One-byone the arm bands come off and
the individual groups disband and
become one unified group of peo
ple, as they have every session since
the Anytown exercise began in the
1970s.
Doug Rhoades, an advisor from
Scottsdale, adds, "The exercise has
such a strong impact because after
four days of building friendship
and trust, being told to ignore
people simply because of race or
religion makes the delegates feel
the pain of discrimination."
Most delegates speak of the hurt
they felt when they walked by their
friends in other groups and were

Feature Editor
International Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Copy Editor
Distribution Manager
Secretary

Applications, along with job descriptions, are available in the
Pacifican, ASUOP, and the Chaplain's Office. Due date for Editor
in Chief and Business Manager is Monday, March 21,1988. All other
applications are due Thursday, April 7,1988. Turn in all applications
at the Pacifican office, 3rd floor of Hand Hall.

The

Senior class gathers
this year's gift ideas
Robert Gale
Staff Writer

At the base of Burns Tower,
there stands a little brick structure
with no apparent purpose. It
would not be surprising, however,
to see an elderly alum pointing it
out with great pride to his or her
grandchildren. It bears a plaque
which reads, "Presented by the
Class of 1931."
Few of our graduating classes
have enjoyed the sense of pride
that comes from such a monu
ment. The Senior Gift is not an
enduring tradition at UOP as it is
at so many other universities.
However, that is changing. An
effort is currently underway to es
tablish the Senior Gift as a UOP
tradition, but it can only succeed
with the support of the students.
The Senior Gift is more than just
a monument for graduates to look
back on. It is vitally linked to the
Annual Pacific Fund. The Annual
Fund is used to cover expenses not
met by the students' tuition, and
depends upon contributions from
friends, parents, and alumni. The
Senior Gift is a good way to
get seniors used to the idea of
giving back to the University after
they have graduated.
Senior gifts have been presented
occasionally over the years, but last
year, a substantial effort was made
to start a new tradition. Seventeen
percent of the graduating class
participated in raising $1800 for a
commemorative water fountain.
Unfortunately, the actual construc
tion of the fountain has been de
layed as the proposal goes through
the proper channels.
This year's committee hopes to
build on the success of last year's

campaign. Like last year, they have
their work cut out for them. The
Senior Gift is still far from being
an established tradition, as so few
students are aware of it. Conse
quently, publicity plays a large part
in the Senior Gift Committee's
plans.
This year's publicity campaign,
to be launched in April, will differ
from last year's in that it targets
juniors as well as seniors. Accord
ing to Mastin, "Last year's cam
paign didn't provide a means for
the then-juniors to understand
what was going on and carry on
the tradition this year." One way
that has been proposed to involve
juniors is to allow them to organize
an event for the seniors, much as
many high school juniors do for
the senior prom.
In addition to organizing the
publicity campaign, the committee
has been hard at work coming up
with ideas for the gift itself.
Among the ideas discussed were
landscaping, a fountain, a bench, a
lightpole and an electronic mar
quee board on Pacific or Pershing
Avenue. Other ideas include start
ing a senior walk of commemora
tive plaques and building a senior
quad in the area between Hand
Hall and the quonset huts. Both of
these ideas would provide a loca
tion for future senior classes to
place gifts.
The committee is planning on
presenting the various options to
the whole senior class so that the
gift will better represent their
wishes. Seniors wishing to get more
involved in planning the gift are
invited to attend the next meeting
on March 8. Gnntart
Mnreene
Contact Margene
Mastin in the Annual Pacific
Fund office for more information.
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Editor in Chief
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Managing Editor
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News Editor
Asst. News Editor
Editorial Editor
Entertainment Editor
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at Anytown," says Richard Valen.
zuela, Anytown coordinator
1'^
"Few people who visit Anyto^
1962
ever forget the experience."
#
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pfThe week-long camps take pl^
tf^L'ifthey
in June, July and August, and art mPlete ,na °12
wc
held in 10 states: Texas, Tennessee
rat«
test
Kentucky, Michigan, Massachn!
to demons'
setts, Colorado, Iowa, Arkansas
North Carolina, and Louisiana ife^udents^o
By the end of this summer, the
NCCJ is hoping to have camps in
Id peter
„Negr0
Nevada and Utah.
The camp is run entirely by
volunteers, and is currently ^efS t0ni constitutionaccepting applications. For mote i^lp .^rfectly- SP«
information, write: NCCJ, N,
Central Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85004
attention Richard Valenzuela.
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Campus news notes College Republicans split apart

the poaficon <5
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WASHINGTON (CPS)

'Sin1^

DENVER, CO (CPS) Officials at two campuses last week tried
to crack down on fraternity drinking last week, but a West Point cadet
alleged he was dnven from school because he wouldn't engage in
M practices other campuses define as hazing.
^Hk.
Third-year cadet John Edwards said U.S. Military Academy
CkAl
officials dismissed him from school because he wouldn't participate in
the "humilating and degrading" hazing of West Point freshmen
West Point spokesman Major Bruce K. Bell, while refusing to talk
about Edwards specifically, said the "Fourth Class System" Edwards
refused to participate in was specifically designed to teach cadets how
to be leaders.
Rutgers University President Edward J. Bloustein, meanwhile, on
<«*Sn February 15 banned all fraternity and sorority parties after James C.
Callahan, 18, died during a Lambda Chi Alpha hazing session.
;"-s:a
Bloustein also said he'd try to get Lambda Chi Alpha, which
reportedly forced all its pledges to "drink 'til you're sick" at a
'ebruary 12 hazing, kicked off the New Brunswick, N. J., campus.
At the same time, University of Rhode Island's Interfraternity
"HI
Council,
responding to faculty complaints that students were showing
**ys
°*n
p at Friday morning classes hung over and lethargic, voted on
c
'ebruary 13 to halt the Thursday night fraternity parties that had been
<%a o0, '
a University of Rhode Island tradition for decades.
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TUSCON, AZ (CPS) — Only two of 109 University of Arizona
students passed a 1962 literacy test Mississippi blacks were required to
complete if they were to vote.
k
The Arizona Black Student Association asked the students to take
a
the test during a week-long celebration of Martin Luther King's
'
^ and 'ujj
birthday to demonstrate how Jim Crow laws were used to keep blacks
of tfjj. L°uisii
disenfranchised.
:° hay.
"If college students today — 25 years later — can't pass, it seems
tah.
pretty impossible to me that non-college educated blacks could pass."
n®
said Peter Raid of the Arizona Black Student Association.
and
Mississippi's "Negro Voting Requirements" asked prospective
voters to answer essay questions about a reprinted passage from the
In Mississippi constitution. In order to vote, blacks needed to answer the
A* 2 ^
questions perfectly. Spelling and content errors disqualified blacks
A2||
from voting, and those who did not receive perfect scores were deemed
afenzaeh.
illiterate.
The Arizona students who took the test were held to the same
standards.
Since Mississippi officials graded the essays in a subjective fashion,
few blacks were deemed literate and extended voting privileges.
"These are the type of things Martin Luther King was fighting
against," said Raid. "They were just trying to claim their rights as
American citizens."
«ndi
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IOWA CITY, IA (CPS) — The
University of Iowa will not publish
an edition of a national lesbian
magazine because it contains pho
tographs of nude women, although
such a ban may violate Iowa's
human rights policy forbidding
discrimination against gays.
Iowa's Human Rights Commit
tee says the university's Printing
Services violated school policy for
bidding discrimination against ho
mosexuals by refusing to print
Common Lives/Lesbian Lives, a
national lesbian culture magazine
published by the University of
Iowa Lesbian Alliance.
But despite the committee's re
commendation to print the magaz
ine "irrespective of content," in
terim
President
Richard
Remington does not agree that the
university discriminated against
the Lesbian Alliance, and plans to
uphold the printing ban until a
further investigation is completed.
Remington's decision to ignore
the committee's finding is unprece
dented, said committee member
and Iowa Law Professor Robert

gathers
' t ideas

Gift Commi

WASHINGTON (CPS) - Despite intense college efforts to recruit
minority students, 27 percent fewei; black students got doctoral
degrees in 1986 than ten years earlier, the National Research Council
reported February 15.
Only 820 black students earned PhDs in 1986, down from 1,116 in
1977, the council said.
In a written statement accompanying the report, council members
predicted the decline would lead to "severe shortages" of minority
faculty members during the 1990s, and further frustrate campus
efforts to integrate their faculties.
American Council on Education (ACE) President Robert Atwell
called the report "evidence of a disaster," adding the ACE found
undergraduate minority enrollment nationwide fell three percent from
1980 to 1984.
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DES MOINES, IA (CPS) —
Tossing a dead chicken - or even
iooi juniors
a live one — on the court during a
college basketball game now could
i i JJ it ion to org
(kit v campaign, the cod11 cost the home team two points.
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,Ae is for the gift '^j increasingly unruly fans at basket
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'
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d
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future
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National Chairman Stockton
Reeves' spring 1987 campaign against
John Hester, now head of the
Mississippi CRs, produced divisive
charges of bullying, packing con
ventions with unqualified delegates,
meddling in campus and state
chapter affairs and inappropriately
trying to align the group with presi
dential candidate Jack Kemp.
Some state groups ~ notable in
Florida and California — have
split into factions that barely talk
to each other.
Now campus chapters like
UTEP are being disrupted as well:
- in December, the University
of Missouri chapter Vice President
Mike Young resigned under fire
after accusing two other CR offic
ers of embezzlement, vote fraud
and Nazism.
Young said fellow CR Jeff Kester made anti-Semitic remarks and
someday hoped to name himself
"fuhrer" of a fascist state he wants
to create. He produced a Kester
notebook outlining such a plan.

Kester admitted to writing the
outline, adding, "I have made no
statements towards any race or
religion that I believe to be true."
Young also accused CR Presi
dent Shelly Robinett of election
fraud.
He said Robinett, formerly exe
cutive secretary of the Missouri
state CRs, inflated the number of
CRs in the state to help Missouri
gain extra votes at last June's
national convention.
National Chairman Reeves and
UTEP dissident Weiss have been
accused of similar tactics.
Robinett and Kester, denying
the accusations, proposed im
peaching Young, who resigned.
— Michigan State's conserva
tives have split into two
Republican groups, the College Re
publicans and the Michigan State
University Campus Republicans,
formed when some CRs were em
barrassed by the group's verbal
attacks on homosexuals.
CR Leader Jeff Holland "is a

U of Iowa refuses to
print gay magazine
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the primary season lurched into
high gear, still another campus
chapter of the College Republicans
(CR) has split apart.
Paul Weiss, defeated in a Feb
ruary 2 race for the presidency of
the University of Texas at El Paso
(UTEP) College Republicans, five
days later asked the group that
oversees all College Republicans
activities in Texas to recognize him
as leader of the UTEP chapter.
The state CRs, moreover, re
portedly gave him the charter,
though Weiss' opponents claim it
was because Weiss told the state
group he, not Beverly Shelton, had
been duly elected as UTEP's Col
lege Republicans leader.
The acrimony and strife at
UTEP mirror similar controversies
that have rocked the group — in
1984 a major player in delivering a
big student vote for Ronald Rea
gan — during the last year, and has
left it divided in some areas.
At the top of the organization,

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

Clinton. "The committee has ex
pressed concern about the central
administration's willingness to be
their own judge in its own case."
"After having had our case
looked at and voted on by the
committee, the administration
blatantly ignored and actually
refused to listen to the findings
of the committee: a un
iversity-mandated committee es
tablished to protect human
rights," said Tracy Moore, a ma
gazine staff member.
The Human Rights Committee,
who asked University of Iowa to
adopt a new policy governing
printing at the school, publicly
apologized for the incident and
compensated the Lesbian Alliance
for costs incurred by the decision
not to publish the magazine. The
Lesbian Alliance has sued Univer
sity of Iowa for revenues lost by
the ban. But Remington says Un
iversity of Iowa will not reimburse
the group, or acknowledge any
error, until the litigation is
resolved.

119-93, Iowa State University
Coach Johnny Orr filed a com
plaint about the Antlers — known
for, among other pranks, greeting
the announcement of visiting
teams' players' names by shouting
"smells like a bus" in unison —
with the Missouri athletic depart
ment. Athletic department officials
later told Antlers' representatives
to be nicer.
So Antlers showed up at Mis
souri University's next home game
against the University of Colorado
dressed as Ghandi, Pope John
Paul II, Abe Lincoln, Santa Claus
and other sweet characters, gave
visiting Coach Tom Miller a box of
Valentine's candy, shouted "good
try" when Colorado University
players missed shots and, when
Missouri took a commanding 21-4
lead, yelled, "sorry about the
score."
(see NCAA, page 8)

dead fish and chickens on the
court."
If the crowd doesn't stop, refer
ees can assess a technical foul on
the home team coach.
"In the past, some players and
coaches even encouraged fan
rowdyism," said Steitz.
Steitz said no single incident led
to the rules change, but it was
announced shortly after University
of Missouri at Columbia fans pro
voked Iowa State University player
Jeff Grayer during a January game
at Columbia.
Mizzou's infamous student root
ing section, known as the Antlers,
teased Grayer so fiercely he
jumped into the stands to silence
them. Grayer allegedly threatened
Antler Mike Harvey for making
cracks about his mother.
"All I did was hold up a sign
that said 'Your Momma is a
Cow,"' Harvey said.
After Missouri beat Iowa State

liability for the group," complains
Campus Republican President
David Murley, adding Holland
wastes the group's efforts on
pointless "liberal bashing."
Holland agreed his group has
been "immature," but explained,
"we want to be fun-loving, and
have fun with our politics."
UTEP CRs, too, had spent sev
eral meetings during the fall debat
ing whether they should be focus
ing on immediate student issues
like education or passing resolu
tions about Central America and
the Strategic Defense Initiative.
But the internal debate festered
into something more when Weiss,
Chapter President Shelton alleges,
misrepresented himself to state
leaders as head of the UTEP chap
ter.
"He said he was the president,"
Shelton told the Prospector, the
campus paper.
In reply, Weiss told the paper,
"we're only interested in doing
what's right, and Bev (Shelton)
wasn't doing it."
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Rock n Roll Diner is Open 7 Days a Week 4 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Sunday & Monday
4 - Midnight: Well Drinks $1

Tuesday
4 - 8 p.m. Happy Hour, $ 1 Drinks featuring 50's & 60's
music and dancing

Wednesday
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To Recruit Summer
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Ladies' Night
$ 1 Margaritas and $ 1 Daiquiris All Night
Plus ... Ladies get a flower at the door

Friday & Saturday

Come join the Saturday Morning
Breakfast Club at

Live Band, DJ, Lazer Juke Box

Chez Zabeth

"7 Wells Waiting To Serve You"
March 17th St. Paddy s Day Party

Our morning begins at 7 a.m. and doesn't endI un 1
z. p.m. Come and enjoy homemade muffins, flut y
omellettes, fresh made belgian waffles, eggs to order
and the best quiche in town in the warm and relaxed
atmosphere at Chez Zabeth.
Have your coffee on us when you join us for break
fast until 2 p.m. every Saturday at Chez Zabeth in the
Waterfront Warehouse.

Open: 7-3 Mon. - Sat., 9-3 Sun.
445 W. Weber no. 126
941-2204
b
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After Hours Friday & Saturday 'til 5 a.m.
Live Music, $ 1 Draft Beer, Spuds Night, & Much More!
March Bands
4 & 5 Visitor vs. Rampage
11 & 12 Spot the Dog
18 & 19 Rampage
25 & 26 Blenders

April Bands
1 & 2 Blenders vs. Spot the Dog
8 & 9 Z-Boy

3105 McHENRY AVE. • MODESTO • 527-6770
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More than
medals

Student disgusted by ref erence

As the Saddledome grows quiet and the flurries of
man-made snow settle over Calgary signalling the close ol
yet another Winter Olympics, the United States is
already pointing fingers and publicly trying to justity what
they are now calling the "U.S.'s worst Olympic year

impression was wrong. You men
Dear Editor:
at the end of -your drasticalAs I was thumbing through the tioned
—
February 25 edition of the Pacifi- ly short article that UOP now has
7
can newspaper i was surprised to the chance to form its own opinion
see that on the ninth page you about Leary's ideas, but what you
mentioned Timothy Leary coming mentioned before that statement
was
a
bunch
of
biased
to the UOP campus.
propaganda.
This
article
men
Finally, I thought to myself,
tioned
how
Leary's
name
strikes
something new and open that is
rarely seen in this paper. Well I people the same way as the names
regret to say that after reading of Nixon and even Manson. Then
on to say how nobody
you
your article I admit that my first

ever.

Sports fans across the country are balking at the six
medals our athletes brought home, comparing them to
East Germany's 25 and the Soviet Union's 29 medals. It
seems the true spirit of the Olympic Games has been
overlooked in the face of the international propaganda
sweepstakes which the event has become.
No longer do American fans celebrate with their
athletes in times of victory and support them through
times of defeat, encouraging healthy and realistic competi
tion.
Instead, they elevated the men's figure skating finals to
an event ridiculously dubbed the "Battle of the Brians.
The U.S. Bobsled Team will forever be chastised for the
two-hundredths of a second which held them one spot
away from the bronze medal. The effusive media hype
surrounding the women's figure skating finals put so
much pressure on U.S. hopeful Debi Thomas, that a
normally confident, driven young woman "lost her fight
and desire" at the final moment.
If the U.S. could look beyond its own injured ego for
just a moment, perhaps they could begin to appreciate the
truly outstanding performances of athletes such as Ja
pan's Midori Ito, whose figure skating program contained
seven flawless triple jumps, and British ski jumper Eddie
Eagle, who finished each competition in last place, but
continued to try to "just make it through each day."
Neither of these Olympians will be taking a medal home,
jut you can be sure their countries will not begrudge them
their efforts.
The crowning disgrace seems to be the immediate steps
the U.S. Olympic Committee has taken to rectify this
supposed deterioration of American athletics. They have
already named George Steinbrenner, New York Yankee
owner, as head of a panel designed to "improve'
America's showing in future Winter and Summer games.
How ludicrous to involve a man who believes the games
ate no more important than the tally of gold and silver
baubles a country can boast, saying "the bottom line is
therfiedal count."
The plain truth is, the United States was "snowed out"
in Alpine skiing. We just do not excel at exotic
sports like the luge and
biathalon.
We
cannot compete at the level of athletic superpowers such
as East Germany and the Soviet Union. But do we really
want to? Should we endeavor to produce 16-year-old ice
skating machines who, instead of going to school, are paid
to win medals, and therefore recognition, for their
country?
What the United States can do is to continue to produce
winners like speed skater Dan Jansen. This athlete was
given the Olympic Spirit Award after falling in the 500
and 1000 meter races, both of which he was favored to
win. Jansen showed the world his Olympic calibre by
overcoming adversity and exhibiting incredible
determination...he raced only hours after his sister had
died of leukemia.
The U.S. may not be able to match other nations in
Olympic medals, but the Olympic spirit of our athletes
should be a lesson to us all.
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Reginald V. Carter
Student Guest Columnist

As maturing college students, we prepare ourselves to enter main
stream society. We have all sat down to evaluate how well prepared we
are to go "out there." But have we looked at the complete picture? How
many of us have stopped to think about society's existing sexual attitudes
and how they will affect us in the "real world," especially for women?
With Sexual Awareness Month upon us, I feel that it is important for
us to closely examine our sexual roles and how they can have a negative
impact upon all of us in the future. Most of us have had at least some
knowledge of sex since puberty, and surely we have expectations of what
i, should be like and how we are supt«s«lI to
widen has
only been in existence for a few decades. Yet it has grown into an industry
so large that it has changed the way we think. Its influence is so pervasive
that it has challenged the way we live. That industry is pornography.
This quiet invasion of the pornographic industry into our lives has
spawned yet another battle in the war of women's rights. Anti-porn
lobbyists see pornography as a deliberate attempt to devalue women and
their role in society while simultaneously placing men in a dominant and
egotistical light. These feminist action groups contend that pornography
constitutes a very real danger to women. For example, author Susan
Brownmiller draws a very valid simile between pornographic imagery and
the philosophy of rape. Therefore, feminists have come to classify all
types of pornography as unsuitable when, in fact, this is not the case.
I concede to you that all pornography is not erotic. Statistically
speaking, most of it is not stimulating to the average person. But, while
most pornography is usually a one-sided distortion of the female image
aimed soley at an all-male audience, one small segment of the genre,
known as erotica, is an accurate depiction of sex in love relationships.
Erotica is sensitive to the needs of men and women and is, therefore,
appealing to both.
Before proceeding further we should define our terms. Webster's
Dictionary defines pornography as "the description of prostitutes or
prostitution, pandering to the base appetite or desire, obscene." The
average woman, I think, would not readily identify herself with this
description any more than she would describe sex as obscene. In contrast,
the definition of erotica probably comes much closer to how most
couples would view lovemaking. Again, according to Webster, erotica is
the "theory or doctrine of love. Treating of sexual love in a sensuous or
voluptuous manner." One of the most popular arguments against
pornography is that it does not treat sex in an erotic fashion, thereby
diminishing the roles of the participants to the functioning of their
genitalia; particularly that of the female.
Why is the focus primarily on the female? Because in nearly all
pornographic works the female is subjected to a multitude of painful or
humiliating sexual acts. Usually she is the willing nymphomaniac,
seemingly eager to please the male(s), though in some instances she may
be violently forced into degrading positions or situations. In any case, the
female is invariably controlled and the male her controller. While this is
certainly not representative of everyday life, feminists argue that
pornographic stereotypes of supplicant women reinforce in men the
antiquated notion that women are inferior. For many anti-porn
advocates, there can be no compromise because of this inequality.
In a very moving, emotional essay, Brownmiller states exactly

irmat»°n -

how pornography influences men to believe the recurring images of
gday, March 19
female submissiveness. "...our bodies are being stripped, exposed and
Donna Kloppen^'ni.
contorted for the purpose of ridicule to bolster the 'masculine esteem'
Recital Hall
which gets its power from viewing females as anonymous panting
playthings..." Brownmiller, a co-founder of the Radical Feminists
Organization, focuses chiefly on the dangers of pornography to women.
She points out that although there is not conclusive evidence, violent T sday, March ....
pornography may lead to violent crimes against women. During her brief
arch Winds" - lJ()
discourse, however, she fails to propose a defense to the danger or a
seth conducting (1 a't o
solution to the problem.
eSpanos Concert Hall
Assuming a more prudent stance than Brownmiller is anti-porn
advocate Wendy Kaminer. As a lawyer, Kaminer urges feminist
nission by $2 scholarshi
supporters not to pursue the issue from a legal standpoint. According to
of charge.
£,7he first amendment, which guarantees the freedom of speech to all
of us, protects nomographers as well. Instead, she suggests a more aetiw
role. "We simply cannot look to the government to rid us of kimela Decker, Univci
pornography..." The feminist movement must remain an anti USversity of the Pacific, v
defamation movement involved in education, consciousness-raising, and Mffeh 4, at the Cathedral
the development of private strategies against the industry." She directly, pi [Lincoln and Rose strct
cites such strategies as protesting and political organizing as effective;
atory of Music Re
tools to combat pornography. But while these activities may create a
ie program will incluc
momentarily favorable public response, they rarely have any lasting
t Major; Pamela Deck
effect. For example, recent legislation banning the sale of nude pictorial xtehude, Vierne, and Ti
magazines is still in effect, yet the public outcry has died down enough so
lecker holds a docto
that store owners have quietly been able to put them back on the racks.
feersity, where she stui
So there does not seem to be a quick and easy solution to the problem
K^ition. During her y
of pornography, not even a viable long-term plan. I feel that this is
many as a Fulbrighl
because the anti-porn groups are approaching the problem from the
pule
and is a publishe
wrong standpoint. This is to say that instead of trying to eradicate
pornography and its negative portrayal of women, feminists should direct prganist at St. Bede's I
their energy toward building a positive social and sexual image of women ^[released one comnierci
through erotica. One might argue that the erotic depiction of women is fhe Moller organ in the
unnecessary since a variety of media describe women in a very positive P is heard to its best ad
At present, 28 ra
manner. Because of traditional views, however, women are still treated as
nssion to the recitn
sex-objects. In order for women to erase these time-worn stereotypes,
they must first become viewed by society as equals to men in every -f children will be admit
onservatory of IV
respect: in relationships, in the workforce, and in love. In this way
women can recapture their bodies, so to speak, and confidently assert
their femininity as well as their sexuality without fear of being labeled.
Until recently it was not deemed proper for women to openly express
their sexual feelings. As adolescents, society taught us the age-old
double-standard that while pre-marital sex was permissible, even encour
aged, in young men, it was definitely not acceptable for young ladies.
Although time has passed, we still adhere to this adage though it is no
longer a constant. By defining the new sexual identity of women, I believe
that erotica will not only serve to dispel these types of social myths, but it
will educate the sexes and bring them closer together through mutual ®STPlCTU RE:
understanding. For example, once men are able to fathom the complexity S^Wsio,
of female orgasm, they will be more likely to produce one, and at the
ATT"*<
same time, feel more at ease when they cannot.
More importantly, the advent of erotica will be the point at which men
tesCrSr<:o,umbPERO
and women will begin the real fight against pornography together by \»°oSZ
»<
changing the way women are treated in this society. Once the sexes have
come to terms on a common ground, they can begin to diffuse an
^acto^ORMAn
industry which is now almost an American male institution. Erotica is the
vehicle which will help make women more socially and sexually equal to i W' L L I 4 M H ° UGLas
men, and encourage men to treat women as equals in love and in life.
U^CEiLn* r"Bro«dk
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Pacific talks...

Should UOP provide condom dispensers in University bathrooms?
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the paclflcan is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final exams
week, by students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from readers are
welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns and letters to the editor must be
submitted in typed form by Monday at noon. All letters to the editor must have a
verifiable signature, local address and phone number, the paclflcan staff reserves the
right to edit all submitted materials. Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions
of the majority o/ the paclflcan editorial board, unless personally signea.
If you notice any discrepancies in the paclflcan please notify us either in writing or
call the office at 946-2114.
the paclflcan office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, California 96211. Office hours are Monday through Friday, 10 to 5,
or by personal appointment.
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stuff over and over again?
some new, fresh, and creative la^
and spread them to us; that is yo^
job. The only controversies y0„
stir up are really not controversy
at all. Dig more for your scoop,
and pick up the real dirt on carp, f
pus. Make the paper a good papt|
instead of a dull one. As Timothy
Leary once said, "Tune in, Ty^
on, and Drop Out." Drop out
March
^.rgcr,
all the old ideas and search
yourself for the true meaning 0[
D^iflall
what you are. Take off the close,
minded blinders and look for your.j
n
self.
I'd also like to mention that
since I think that your paper could
March 12
possibly be censored I fear that you
day
link'
will not print this letter, or that y0tt
sic5
pacific M"
'"^ center
will edit it. Another thing I urge
that you go and see Leary for
i Cent*
yourself then make up your opinj,
A G- Span°s
ons; that is what you should have
just mentioned in your article. ]|
you want to cut Leary down by
14
making negative comments, please jiday. March
w
back them up by a longer articl( ...
., sfl,u Jala*-Hisl'
stating his ideas and why they G^1?hSe Festival of the /
could be viewed in the way you see
Con
them

Erotica could be the answer

Evelyn Ransom, copy editor
Tim Zieber, distribution manager
Chris Craigle, secretary
Karen Olson, advisor

could ever br* exnected to oelievr*
any ot Leary's philosophy •
Your biased expectations strike
me as the same attitudes that exist
on this campus which all fall mto
the raging pit of conservatism. You
call yourselves a journalistic paper
when you go around making short
unresearched blatantly negative
comments about things you don t
even know about.
I thought college was supposed
to be an open and free environ
ment where ideas are looked at and
thought about instead of criticized
before you know all that you can
about them. I thought that it was
the job of the school newspaper to
bring to the college public new
ideas to enlighten them.
Well I'm afraid that you have
failed in your task. Why don't you
give different ideas a chance and
open yourselves up and tell me
something creative? Because of all
your conservative propaganda this
paper becomes another boring
fishrag.
I don't usually get so negative
about something, but you have
really angered me with this article,
not to mention other articles in the
past. Why can't you become a
"cool" school newspaper and have
fun instead of printing the same

Ebrahim Ismail
Senior
Computer Engineering

Carliza Marcos
Sophomore
Pre-Dentistry

Sammy Obaid
Junior
Business

Tammy Burris
Freshman
English

Brian Maiorella
Junior
Computer Science

No, it's offensive to some
people, and it's your
responsibility to seek it be
cause it's your health. If you
want it, you have to get it.

Yeah, I think they should
because with the increase of
diseases things like that
shouldn't be embarrassing
anymore and should be ta
ken more seriously. That's
one way of doing it, I guess.

Yes, I think that it would be
a great convenience to have
them so readily available.
And it might even liberate
the students some more.

No, 1don't think they
should provide them in bathrooms because I don't feel
it's the University's position
or right to distribute birth
control on campus.

Yes! I think it's important to
prevent the spread of diset$e
and getting someone pregnant in college could really
put a damper on the rest of
your life.
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Snickers provides variety of laughter
James Smith
Entertainment Editor

Laura Waltensperger, Flute (Student Recital)
Recital Hall
Rita Litchfield, Mezzo Soprano (Student Recital)
Recital Hall

25Ni

7 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

Saturday, March 12
Pacific Music Clinic
A.O. Spanos Center
Pacific Music Clinic Concert
A.G. Spanos Center
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All Day
7:30 p.m.

Monday, March 14
Guest Artist Satu Jalas-Risito, Violin (granddaughter of Jean Sibelius)
(Part of the Festival of the Arts)
Jaye Spanos Concert Hall
8:15 p.m.
Wednesday, March 16
Guest Artists The Lyra Ensemble, Harp, Viola, Flute, Piano, Mezzo
Soprano (Part of the Festival of the Arts)
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
8:15 p.m.

nswer

J

A New Way to Pay Old Debts pays off

Admission by $4 scholarship donation; UOP students admitted free.
Student recitals free of charge. Call (209) 946-2415 for further
information.

Ulrika Gamboa
Senior Staff Writer

H)
Saturday, March 19
Donna Kloppenberg, Piano (Student Recital)
Recital Hall

® Wt
tfafjv,
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- %f

8:15 p.m.

Tuesday, March 22
V
v
"March Winds" — UOP Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Robert
Halseth conducting (Part of the Festival of the Arts)
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
8:15 p.m.
Admission by $2 scholarship donation; students and children admitted
free of charge.
Pamela Decker, University organist and organ instructor at the
University of the Pacific, will present a recital at 8:15 p.m. on Friday,
March 4, at the Cathedral of the Annunciation, located at the corner
of Lincoln and Rose streets in Stockton. This recital is part of the
Conservatory of Music Resident Artist Series.
The program will include J.S. Bach's Toccata, Adagio, and Fugue
in C Major; Pamela Decker's Toccata (1987); and works by Muffat,
luxtehude, Vierne, and Tournemire.
Decker holds a doctor of musical arts degree from Stanford
University, where she studied both organ performance practice and
composition. During her years of graduate study, she spent one year in
Germany as a Fulbright Scholar. She maintains an active recital
schedule and is a published composer. Decker also holds the position
of organist at St. Bede's Episcopal Church in Menlo Park, CA. She
has released one commercial recording on the Arkay label.
The Moller organ in the Cathedral was installed in November 1987,
and is heard to its best advantage in the outstanding acoustics ol the
building. At present, 28 ranks and two manuals can be played.
Admission to the recital is by a $2 scholarship donation; students
and children will be admitted free of charge. For further information,
call the Conservatory of Music at (209) 946-2415.
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BEST ORIGINAL MUSIC
SCORE:

BEST PICTURE;
BROADCAST NEWS-Vox
FATAL
ATTRACTION-

CR Y FREEDOM-George Fenton &

John Gwanga

EMPIRE OF THE SUN- John Willi

HOPE & GLOR y-Columbia
THE LAST EMPEROR-Columbia
MOONSTRUCK-M.G.M.

SZf'Si

ams

THE LAST EMPEROR- Ryuichi Sa
kamoto, David Byrne & Cong Su

BEST PERFORMANCE BY
AN ACTOR:

THE UNTOUCHABLES-Ennio
Morricone

MICHAEL DOUGLAS -Wall Street
WILLIAM HUR T-Broadcast News
MARCELLO MASTROIANNI-

THE WITCHES OF EASTWICK-

John Williams

BEST DIRECTOR:

Dark Eyes

ADRIAN LYNE- Fatal Attraction
JOHN BOORMAN-Hope & Glory
BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI-The

J ACK NICHOLSON-lrotvneed
ROBIN WILLIAMS-GooA Morning

NORMAN JE fF/SO/V-Moonstruck
LASSE HALLSTROM-My Life As

ALBERT BROOKS- Broadcast

BEST PERFORMANCE BY
AN ACTRESS:

SEAN CONNER F-The Untouchab

CHE/?-Moonstruck

MORGAN FREEMAN-Sueet Smart
VINCENT
GARDENIA-

GLENN CLOSE- Fatal Attraction
HOLL Y //CWTEE-Broadcast News
SALLY KIRKLAND- Anna
MERYL SEREEP-lronweed

Moonstruck

DENZEL WASHINGTON- Cry

Freedom

BEST
SCREEN
(Original):

BEST SUPPORTING AC
TRESS:

PLAY

NORMA ALEANDRO-Gaby. A

AU REVOIR LES EFANTS-Louis

Malle

BROADCAST

True Story

ANNE ARCHER-md Attraction
OLYMPIA DLW/IK/S-Moonstruck
ANNE RAMSEY-Throw Momma

NEWS - J a m e s

Brooks

HOPE & GLOR F-John Boorman
MOONSTRUCK-John Patrick

From The Train

ANN SOTHERN- The Whales of

Shanley

August

RADIO DA vs-Wnndv Allen

BEST

BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY:

SCREENPLAY

BROADCAST NEWS-Michael

(Adapted):

Ballhaus

THE DEAD- Tony Huston
FATAL ATTRACTION-James De-

•-5&K4

wden

„

_

.

EMPIRE OF THE SUN-Allen Davt-

. . ,,

FULL METAL /ACKET-Kubnck/

1 HOPE

& GLORY- Philippe Rousse-

lot

THE LAST EMPERORNittorio

Herr/Hasford

THE LAST EMPEROR- Peploe/

Bertolucci

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

A Dog

News
les

Call Us! 952-3030

Last Emperor

BESLP SUPPORTING AC
TOR;

„

.

MY LIFE AS A TJOG-Hallstrom/

.Jonsson/Brannstrom/Berglund

S t °MATEWAN- Haskell

Wexler

The house lights dim ... the
stage lights come up ... two punks
enter, clad in rebellious attire of
leather, chains, and fantastic make
up ... they turn toward the audi
ence and begin speaking in a string
of words which flow from their
lips in the post-Elizabethan phrasings of the 1600s.
Incongruous as this picture may
seem, it is this successful mix of
the 1600s and the 1980s which the
University of the Pacific's depart
ment of drama and dance chose to
present the modernistic version of
A New Way To Pay Old Debts.
The audience experienced some
initial difficulty in understanding
the unfamiliar verse. However, af
ter a rough ten minutes, everyone
was ready to sit back and witness
UOP students perform in A New Way to Pay Old Debts.
the complete deception of the cor
rupt Sir Giles Overreach, played by
Colin Thomson. The plot also
involved two romances between a
young couple (John Bagdasarian
and Bonnie Roten) and a mature
couple (David Erving and TraciLin Burgess); as well as the rehabil
itation of the debauched and dis
possessed Wellborn (Martyn Ry
der).
The greatest potential obstacle in
this production was the verse
dialogue. The cact, with a few
exceptions, adequately overcame
the difficulties of the Jacobean
verse and delivered their lines with
a normal conversational tone and
expression.
Colin Thomson gave his usual
superior performance in the role of
the cruel and unscrupulous Over
reach. His leering glances and
wickedly gleeful attitude toward
money were well-executed and not
over-stated. The final demise of
Overreach involved a tortured
entrance and exit of the character
in a state of physical and emotional
degeneration which Thomson hand
led with a slightly overzealous,
but effective, dramatic flair.
Ryder also gave a prepossessing
rendition of the debased Wellborn,
adding an intense energy and
violent undercurrent of bitterness
to the role and play. His monied
transformation also brings about a
somewhat exaggerated comedy to
4343 Pacific Ave. • Stockton
the production. The over-stated
emotions of these two actors as
• 30 Minutes or $3 Off!
EMPLOYMENT
well as others served to exemplify
W—i
OPPORTUNITIES
16 oz. Bottles 75$
AVAILABLE
the comedic and mocking nature
m . Save 20% on a
DRIVERS EARN
of the original 1625 play.
6-Pack of Coke®
UP TO $10.00
Other notable performances in
only $3.60
PER HOUR
cluded Traci-Lin Burgess as the
Our drivers carry less
cool and compassionate Lady AllHours:
Before you burn out on
than $20.00
4:30pm-1am Mon-Thurs
worth, and Sean Alberts. Alberts
studying, pick up the
Limited delivery area.
11am-2am
Fri
&
Sat
phone
and
call
Domino's
added a delightfully light-hearted
Pizza, In just 30 minutes
11am-1am Sunday
element to the play as Greedy, the
we'll deliver hot, delicious
pizza right to your door.
judge motivated to fairness
No problem!
through his pursuit of gastronomical delicacies.
Overall, the performances were
excellent. However, the cast of
r
servants seemed superfluous at
Any 12" 2-item pizza from
Any 2-item or more pizza
times and often stiff. David Erving
Domino's Pizza for just $7.00!
from Domino's Pizza.
was cool in his role as Lord Lovell,
Additional items $1.05 each.
One coupon per pizza.
Sales tax included. One coupon
almost to the point of being flat.
Not valid with any other offer.
per pizza. Not valid with any other
The play contained an underly
Valid at this location only.
offer. Valid at this location only.
Expires in two weeks.
ing emotion of violence which the
Expires in two weeks.
Fast, Free Delivery™
cast performed in quick outbursts
Fast, Free Delivery "
4343 Pacific Ave.
and then returned immediately to
4343 Pacific Ave.
|
Stockton
comedy, leaving only the feeling of
Stockton
Phone: 952-3030
DP-UP-208B
Phone: 952-3030
some iU event in the air.
DP-UP-208A
The technical elements of the
3 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
play were also modern and crea(see PLAY, page 8)

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL?

Academy nominees
Paramount

• it'* I$ L

Comedian D'Alan Moss after drinking Stockton water,
"these hamburgers still have spear
basis for his routine,
Moss spent much of his time
marks in them."
complaining about the stage,
The second entertainer proved
to be very entertaining and quite which was quite small and virtually
coming apart. Moss indicated
good with improvisation. D'Alan
UOP would be a great place to sue
Moss had great skill in veering
if he was injured, considering the
from his material and using the
audience and the surroundings as a amount it costs for just one person

$•• SPECIAU
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Laughter is good for the soul,
I'm told, and if you were at
Snickers Campus Comedy night
last Wednesday, your soul was
sure to have been in hysterics.
The evening began with some
local humor by UOP's own Alice
Tanzillo who served as Mistress of
Ceremonies.
The first performer of the even
ing was comedian Brian Copeland.
Copeland, who has participated in
the Monterey Laugh-Off competi
tion and who will be co-starring in
a movie scheduled for release this
summer called The Adventures of
Babyman, has some interesting
insight about the world around
him.
Copeland's humor was very
straight forward and dealt with
many of the situations in American
society in a sarcastic and often
truthful way. His favorite topic for
the evening was television commer
cials and how outrageously stupid
some of them can be. He also
made it a point to tell the audience
to stay as far away as they could
from the hamburgers sold at AM/
PM Mini-Markets. As he put

to attend.
Some topics Moss talked about
were quite interesting, especially
the one about people who are
philosophy majors in college. He
said "I could never understand
what someone could do with a
philosophy major after they grad
uated from college. There is not
exactly a job waiting for them. At
least they know why they didn't get
a job."
Closing the evening was another
surperb comedian, Chicago Steve
Barkley. Chicago Steve performed
at UOP last semester and was a hit.
This time was no exception.
Barkley made several comments
about being back in Stockton. He
referred to Stockton as the
"Gateway to French Camp" and
that he could always tell when he
was getting closer because the
familiar fragrance of "Ode de
Moo" became quite noticeable.
Barkley was in rare form, bring
ing the house down with his many
jokes and outrageous facial expres
sions. He was extremely funny
when he described how bull-riding
was invented by an outraged house
wife who convinced her husband
he wasn't smart enough to ride a
(see SNICKERS, page 8)
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Cosmetics may not perfect

Will Studentspeak
oust English?
Robyn Bullard
; Feature Editor

In his futuristic novel, 1984,
George Orwell first introduced
us to a clever language dubbed
"Newspeak," which combined
words and condensed thoughts
into a new jargon adopted by
the society of Oceania.
That was 1984.
This is 1988, and although
fortunately Big Brother isn't
watching, we've unconsciously
invented a little language of our
own, prevalent on many college
campuses and popping up most
frequently in conversations
concerning academics or any
thing else in college vocabulary.
And it goes like this:
"Boy, what a Monday. My
prof, in poB-sci popped us with an
exam. Then my frat bro needed
help with his intro to lit class
and before I knew it I had
missed my heart ex lab."
Don't try to adjust your news
paper; our computer didn't
foul up (this time). People really
talk like this. It's Student Shop
Talk and it's hot.
Let's rap about this for a sec.
An aspiring college graduate
survives a few more years of
academic hell to achieve that
masters degree and hopefully
respect from his pupils. Instead
they call him a prof. He should
have gone to school a few more
years. Maybe he'd be "doc."
Like a bad Reader's Digest
version, we can condense al
most any sentence in half by
simply erasing the last syllable
or two from our voicebox and

spitting out a choppy version of
what was originally an intelli
gent and complete sentence.
Though most students know
exactly what these sentences are
struggling to say, an outsider
may tend to become slightly
confused. He may wonder what
happened to the rest of the
syllables yet feel too silly asking,
"So what is O-chem?" He
believes he's heard it repeated
over and over in the trashy
movie "To Kimberly With
Love."
Well, maybe it doesn't get
that out of hand, but it's defin
itely annoying. Mass Comm
Law is an understandable shor
tening. We all know that repeat
ing the word communication
can be tiresome. But we've ta
ken the privilege for granted.
We like our StudentSpeak,
don't we? Expos., Admin.,
Tech., and BioStats., are only
the beginning.
Are we to call German Germ ? Or Political Philosophy
Poli Phil? Reminds me of my
pillow. It's ironic that these
economical words are most fre
quently substituted for commu
nication classes. Not very good
P.R., is it?
But all sarcasm aside,
wouldn't it be fun if these little
guys could be taken literally?
Imagine having a real Psych,
class. You slither in unprepared
as the prof announces,
"Sharpen your pencils and get
out your Scantrons. We're hav
ing an exam...
...Psych."

Summer can offer
exciting jobs, travel
Summer jobs are available from California to Maine and from
Oregon to Florida! What is your choice?
How about being a stagehand apprentice at the Concord Pavillion
— just a short drive from Stockton — excellent experience for you
drama students.
What about working at beautiful Lake Tahoe as a lifeguard, tennis
| host/hostess or parking monitor at Chamber's Landing on Lake
;Tahoe's prestigious West Shore?
; Interested in working on the East coast? Summer staff positions are
; available at a children's co-ed camp in southern Maine.
; Glacier National Park in Montana needs counselors, guides, bus
; drivers, and hotel and food service workers.
Come into the Career Placement Center (now upstairs in Anderson
Hall) and ask Jo Wagner to show you the binder filled with
; information on summer job opportunities.
; Representatives will be on campus in March to talk with interested
students, so come in soon and sign up.
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"The Prayer
Jesus
Taught: III"
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Dr. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain

Jerry Hunt
Staff Writer
For the second year in a row,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Delta
Gamma will be holding their "Bop
'Til You Drop" fundraiser for
Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The dance will be on Friday night
March 4 and will end the following
morning. The event will be held at
the SAE house. It is the goal of the
two national organizations to earn
more than $5,000 for the charity, a
$1,500 increase from last year's
drive.
Each member of each house is
expected to generate at least $30 in
donations before the event begins
on Friday. As an added incentive,
for every $30 that a member
receives, they are given a raffle
ticket. Throughout the evening and
early morning, prizes which have
been donated by local businesses
and organizations will be raffled
off to those with winning tickets.
Not only DGs and SAEs will be
donating their time and effort this
weekend. Thanks to generous do
nations from Domino's Pizza, To
go's and Anheuser Busch, food
and beverages will also be available
for the participants.
"We are all very excited about
this weekend," said Bob Nahum,

CANTLNA CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
BILL KNOX

College Night is Thursday

3/3/88
Come party with us on Viking night,
featuring Carlsburg Light
special price on beer with college I.D. £§££ $«««
Party-Fun-Games-Giveaways

Avent
Carmlchael, CA 95608

Party Animal Night is Friday
Featuring Coors Light & Coors Silver Bullet
Prizes, Raffle, Giveaway
Coors Light - Bearwolf - Talking Bear
Coors & Coors Light is specially priced

or

Business
; Manager
« of

the Pacifican

^Applications are

due Monday,
March 2 1 , 1 9 8 8
: at the Pacijican
You can pick up appli
cations at ASUOP, the
Chaplain's Office, and
;
the Pacifican.
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The men of Kappa Psi Phar
maceutical Fraternity wish to
congratulate the Omega Pledge Class
of 1988 for the completion of their
pledging and initiation into the frater
nity.
Conrad Bio
Bennet Blancaflor
Dan Cariddi
Jin Cha
John Chui
Eric Cohen
James Day
Ron Haslam
Keith Herron

Hanlon Jen
Willie Lau
Michael Leong
Marc Matsumoto
Greg Ogi
Mike Ohashi
Darin Sise
Greg Spittle
Pat Tobin

vs. purd
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March 8

S San Franc I
Tennis at San Fran

•fluirsdayi
vln's Basketball at P<Vpmen s Basketball at PC

; I :i
C. Matthew Swindert/the

Padfl

SAE Little Sister Melissa Fries is mauled by Chip Sutherland.

TOP

THE ALL-NEW NIGHTCLUB
IN MODESTO
h
FEATURING...TOP 40 MUSIC!

Sir"'"

«eball
Keys

Sunday & Monday
4 p.m. - Midnight
$ 1 Well Drinks

,of three J?en? "*kinK
l^Franctco0^ ,he
av
°Pened the

Tuesday
Ladies' Night
$ 1 Well Drinks, $ 1 Draft, $ 1 Margaritas and Daiquiries All Night

to be

in
Chief

&

Live Band Every Tues., Fri. & Sat.

3/4/88

Apply
Now
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. UC Santa !»•"

co-coordinator for the event.
"Both of our houses are looking
forward to making this contribu
tion to MDA." The coordinator
continued by saying, "So far, we
have been fortunate with the con
tributions from local businesses. If
we keep making the progress that
we have made so far, we should
have no problem reaching our
goal." After the event is over,
representatives from both DG and
SAE will look forward to
presenting the donation check to
MDA in person at the Labor Day
Telethon.
MDA is a voluntary national
health agency which was started
back in 1957. The Association is
lead by its National Chairman,
Jerry Lewis, who has been its No.
1 volunteer for the last 37 years.
If you are interested in making a
donation to MDA, please call Mar
ian South at 946-9300 or Bob Na
hum or Joe Kim at 952-9628.
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be carcinogenic. The problem
that cosmetic manufacturers arg
V/r<
that there is not enough of
3te
carcinogenic chemical in their p,
poducts to do any significant hap
Ruth Decker, a medical writer f
rch
9
"Medical Self-Care," stated t)J
"Triethanolamine (TEA), dieth, fll W'
•po
9
olamine (DEA), and other amip
plev''•ad '
are found in many shampo.
ho*15
creams, lotions, and bubblebatl
911
Tennis
including some sold in health fp,
'sTe J!Lr Wr'
stores." These chemicals have be,
proven to be carcinogenic pp
9rch
animals. Her study also indicat,
that the preservative BHY is ^
pected to be tertogen (causal"
Rcr
birth defects) and acetone, which
Il Sti
fdev9da
used in many nail polish remov
ball at ^
«1 at
vs8asket
products, has adverse effects t
the nervous system.
s uC
Vf
In general, a product's presen,
lis at
Tennhosts
Tc Iportly
on the market does not guarant,
that it is safe, nor that it has bt,
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regulated because, at the prese |«^fic bosls | |<
time, the FDA does not have® f rflSSehosts
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icosmetic industry.
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Temps Perfumed Body Lotion
(which is priced at $3.40 per ounce)
in a study done by Consumers
Union in 1986.
Secondly, many products such
as Almay use the term "hypoallergenic" for their advertise
ments. Consumers are lead to be
lieve that hypo-allergenic means
that the product will not cause an
allergic reaction, but ' hypo
means "less than;" therefore, Al
may is actually advertising that
their product may be less allergenic
than another product. A manufac
turer can also leave out one chemi
cal or fragrance that may cause an
allergic reaction on one person and
claim that their product is made
for people with sensitive skin.
"Dermatologist-tested" is another
advertisement term that is some
times deceiving. "It only means
that a skin doctor has tested the
product to see if it will generally
cause allergenic problems," said
Dori Stehlin, a member of the
FDA's public affairs staff.
Lastly, many preservatives used
in cosmetics have been proven to

place, nor does this act require the
Kim Schumacher
manufacturers to submit a list of
Staff Writer
ingredients so that the cosmetics
could
be evaluated by the Agency.
All over the world, cosmetics
such as hair dyes, facial makeup, The FDA estimates that there are,
nail polish and perfumes are being "at least 25,000 different cosmetic
used. The term "cosmetics" refers formulations marketed under
to a vast variety of items that are 50,000 or more brand names."
used by men, women and children The FDA does not have the time to
such as deodorants, shaving check all of the cosmetic lines.
Since the FDA does not have the
cream, toothpaste, lotions and
bubblebath, according to the Food power to force cosmetic manufac
turers to test their products, the
and Drug Administration.
consumers
need to be aware of this
Unfortunately, there is evidence
that some cosmetics and their in factor and conduct their own in
gredients have dangerous side ef vestigations of the products they
fects ranging from minor irrita are using. In order for consumers
tions to possible death. "There are to begin their investigations, there
cosmetics which are marketed in are a few things that they should
the United States which contain understand.
First of all, the price of a pro
ingredients that may cause cancer,
birth defects, central nervous sys duct does not necessarily mean the
tem disorders, infections, allergic product is better than any other. In
reactions, and other acute toxic fact, most of the products of the
same line have identical contents.
effects."
Cosmetics are regulated under For example, a skin lotion called
the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, Herbal Natural Care Lotion
but this act does not require cosme (which is priced at $.11 per ounce)
tic manufacturers to test their pro was proven 25 percent more effec
tive than Nina Ricci L'Air du
ducts before they enter the market
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75 cent Draft Beer

4 & 5 Bad Street Blues
8, 11 & 12 Blenders
15, 18 & 19 Silk -n- Steel
Form: Thrill Seeker
22, 25 & 26 Spot the Dog
29 Raylubes
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Schnapps $ 1 Shot

March Bands

1

April Bands
1 & 2 Raylubes
5, 8 & 9 Hot Lix

2024 West Orangeburg Ave.
Modesto 523-2583
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TIGER TRACKS

Seniors play final game at home
Tom Gregory

hursday, March 3

Senior Staff Writer

Men's Basketball at San Jose State
Women's Basketball at San Diego State
Pacific hosts State Wrestling Championships

7:30 p.m.
5 p.m.
All Day

riday, March 4

Si

Baseball at Nevada, Reno
Men's Tennis hosts Cal State Hayward
Women's Tennis at Arizona State
Pacific hosts State Wrestling Chamnionships

2 p.m.
2 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
All Day

Last week proved to be a depressing one for
the University of the Pacific men's basketball
team, especially for the departing seniors. First
Pacific faced a 77-61 defeat at the hands of
UNLV, and then the Tigers capped off their
home schedule with a 72-60 loss to Cal State
Fullerton.
On Thursday night, Pacific gambled with
the Runnin' Rebels of Nevada Las Vegas.
However, the game became less of a gamble as

iaturday, March 5
Baseball at Nevada, Reno (double-header)
Men's Basketball at Utah State

Women's Basketball at Cal State Fullerton
Softball hosts UC Santa Barbara (double-header)
Women's Tennis at Arizona
Men's Tennis hosts Portland
Pacific hosts State Wrestling Championships
Lacrosse hosts UC Berkeley (Brookside Field)

noon
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
All Day
1 p.m.

defense by Pacific. UOP caused many turn
overs, but the nationally ranked Rebels wem
just too well-rounded. Despite a height advan
tage to the lanky Rebels, Tiger senior Christian
Gray wasn't about to give up as he continually
pulled down the rebounds. UNLV went on to
win by 16 points, 77-61, as Pacific fell to their
21st loss of the season.
It was a good effort by Pacific and Gray
earned every bit of his CEC most valuable
player of the game award. He led the Tigers in
both scoring (16 points) and rebounding (10
rebounds).
Cal State Fullerton (9-16) came to the
Spanos Center Saturday night to try and snap
a 13 game on-the-road losing streak.
Pacific looked a little sluggish but stayed in
the game until Fullerton took a three point
half-time lead and turned it into a 10 point
advantage just five minutes into the second
half. Don Lyttle brought in seven rebounds in
the first half alone and then managed to pick
up five more in the second half. His
rebounding performance was doubled by Gray
who also had 12 rebounds. UOP ended up
outrebounding the Titans 38-34, but the Tigers

11 a.m.
Senior guard Christian Gray.

1:30 p.m.

3 p.m.
2 p.m.

the odds of a Pacific victory improved for the
battered Tigers. Forty-nine seconds into the
game, the Rebels lost Jarvis Basnight due to a
concussion. To the crowd's pleasure, Pacific
took advantage of the situation and burst out
to a surprising six point lead and forced a
UNLV time out. Then Vegas' Geralk Paddio
became hot and brought the game back to a
tie. In the last minute of the half, Paddio hit
two shots and gave UNLV a 34-30 half-time
advantage.
In the second half, the Rebels woke up and
managed to increase their lead despite great

Senior guard James Cleaves.

Senior guard Roberto Modesto.

weren't as fortunate in the scoring department|
despite Gray's 18 points and Jon Barry's 16. 1
Gray deservingly ended his Spanos Center!
career with another CEC player of the game|
award.
'
,J
Compared to the UNLV game, where 5,424!
fans showed up, it was disrespectful that only!
2,106 fans showed up to say goodbye to!
departing seniors Gray, James Gleaves, and!
Roberto Modesto. Pacific honored the three!
men before the game started, and each fan!
present felt a little sympathy for the three!
seniors who gave it their best shot. First,!
Modesto, who dressed in street clothes and!
limped due to recent surgery, came forward.!
Next, Gleaves, who saw limited playing-time!
this season, came forward. Finally, teary-eyed!
Gray, a 6'3" guard who played like a sevenfoot giant at the forward position, received his',
recognition. This scene told the whole story!
behind Pacific's disappointing season.
UOP will finish off the regular season with!
away games against San Jose State on!
Thursday and Utah State on Saturday. The!
PCAA tournament begins March 9 and will be;
held at the Forum in Los Angeles.

Ladies fall to 49ers
Mike Schneider

stellar athletes and superior height
and quickness, but they were not
without hope. They had weapons
Saturday evening, the UOP wo of their own in 6'3" forward Julie
men's basketball team played its Szukalski and in 6'3" senior center
final home game of the season at Gretchen Meinhardt, who had
the Spanos Center.
been hobbled by a knee injury and
The Lady Tigers were itching for had only recently returned to play
another win after a home victory in her final home game.
last Monday night against UC
The key for the Lady Tigers
Santa Barbara, but any dreams of would be in how well they utilized
an easy contest in their home finale their strength inside. Pacific struck
had to have been fleeting. The first from the outside, hitting two
Lady Tigers faced a very danger three-pointers to jump out to a 6-0
ous Long Beach State squad, a lead. After Long Beach roared
team that was riding high atop the back to knot the score, the Tigers
PCAA standings with an unble battled to stay close, and at one
mished 14-0 league record and a point were behind only 16-14.
That was when the 49ers' halfteam that had already dealt the
UOP women a 102-56 blow earlier court trapping defense began to
in the season. Saturday night was take its toll. Long Beach scored the
no exception as Long Beach beat next 12 consecutive points, outscoring the Lady Tigers 19-2 with
the Lady Tigers 98-57.
The Lady Tigers knew that they mostly fastbreak steals, to seize a
would be up against a team with commanding 35-16 lead. Through
out the last eight minutes of the
half, the 49ers took advantage of
more Pacific turnovers — the Lady
Tigers had a whopping 41 for the
game — to stretch their lead to
54-23.
fielder also allowed Jones to score
In a carbon copy of the begin
after he reached third.
ning minutes of the first half, UOP
The Dons scored runs in the
hung tough until the 12 minute
fifth and sixth innings to tie the
mark of the second half, refusing
game at three. Pacific, however,
to allow the 49ers to add to their 31
broke the tie in the bottom of the
point margin. After that, however,
sixth when Jon Findley walked and
the Long Beach squad's stifling
later scored the winning run on a
defense allowed it to move away to
fielding error by the left fielder
a final victory score of 98-57. The
UOP women did have two bright
Ron Herbert.
Pitcher Todd Deck, 2-3, had a
spots in the play of Meinhardt and
Szukalski. Meinhardt scored a
few shaky moments in the late
innings but Head Coach Keith
team-high 18 points in just 20
Snider let him go the distance for
minutes of action and Szukalski
contributed 12. Guard Debbie
the win.
Senior left fielder Jeff Jones had
Geyser also added 12 for the Tig
ers.
an outstanding weekend against
The Lady Tigers will wrap up
the Dons and raised his batting
average 30 points from .298 to
their season with contests this
coming Thursday and Saturday at
.328. Jones had five hits in 11 at
San Diego State and Cal State
bats including one homerun in the
three games against USF and
Fullerton, then they will participate
scored five runs, Currently, Jones
in the 10-team PCAA Tournament
has an 11-game hitting streak going at the Los Angeles Forum on
in which he has 17 hits, 11 RBIs,
March 10 and 11.
nine runs scored, six doubles, and
two homers.
The Tigers have improved their
record to 6-10 overall after having
started the season 0-5. Their next
eight games are non-conference,
which will give them a chance to
move above .500 if they can win
the majority of the games. Pacific
begins PCAA play on Friday,
March 18 as they host the Titans of
Cal State Fullerton.
Tomorrow, the Tigers travel to
Nevada Reno to face the Wildcats
in a three game series. Pacific lost
their season opener to the Wildcats
on February 2 by the score of 14-2
but since then has improved dra
matically and will probably be
looking for revenge.
Staff Writer

aseball record now nears .500
ussell A. Keys
Ms Editor
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Pacific's baseball team had anfer successful weekend taking
"o out of three games from the
'diversity of San Francisco Dons.
The Tigers opened the series last
Way at Dante Bendetti Diamond
'San Francisco with a 7-6 victory
''r the Dons.
Pacific took a 1-0 lead in the
^ inning on Jeff Jones' second
'ttierun of the year. The Tigers
We the score 2-0 in the fourth
;verlv singled and later
Wd on a double by Tony Lozinski.
San Francisco tied the game in
? fifth on a two run homer by
^eCampas.
Pacific had apparently put the
out of reach in the top of the
"h by scoring five runs on four
y- Deryk Gross led off the inning
to a walk but was caught stealBeverly then followed with
other wnllr and moved over to
'W on a single by Tim Quinn.
"tinski reached base on a fielding
'°r by the third baseman Cam^ which also allowed Beverly to
fre. a double by Todd Deck
0red Quinn and moved Lozinski
Third. Dan Denczek was hit by a
!ct> to load the bases, then Beau
singled in Lozinski. Jones sinto right, scoring Deck, but
Was gunned out while going
second. Flippo then smacked
'Wo-out single which scored
feek.
S®n Francisco gave tfie Tigers a
V by scoring two runs in the
pom of the sixth and two more
bottom of the seventh, thus
•!,A crnrp "7-6 H"* rah^f

E

pitcher Mike Read came on in the
seventh to pitch two-and-one-third
innings of shut-out ball.
Jay Ramey, 1-2, the Tigers start
ing pitcher, pitched six solid in
nings and received the win. Read
got the save.
Hill and Quinn each had two
hits and Jones had two RBIs.
On Saturday, the Tigers re
turned to Stockton to host the
Dons in a double-header. USF shut
the Tigers down in the first game
and won 5-2 but Pacific recovered
in the nightcap to edge the Dons by
a score of 4-3.
In the first game, Pacific
jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the
third inning when Jones cracked a
two-out double and scored on a
double by the next batter Flippo.
USF then came back to score
two runs in the fourth, one run in
the fifth and two more in the sixth
to take a 5-1 lead.
Pacific could only manage to
score one more time in the eighth.
Brent Sackett suffered his fourth
loss in five outings, making him
1-4 for the Tigers.
The second game of the after
noon turned out to be a bit more
thrilling as the Tigers managed to
fight off the Dons in the late
innings and hold on for the win.
Pacific took an early 1-0 lead
when Jones singled, took second
on a passed ball, and scored on a
fielding error on a ball hit by
Flippo.
. .
The Tigers then broke a 1-1 tie in
the bottom of the third when Hill
walked, and
to third on a
double to right by Jones. Flippo
then singieu to center scoring Hill,
- j a.,—.-»• Lit tKo
1U.-*
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Pacific's senior guard Chris Gray (35) gave his all in his final game at
the Spanos on Saturday.
C. Matthew Swinden/tht paclfican

Softball loses six straight "j
games at ASU Tourney
Russell A. Keys
Sports Editor

•

After playing their first ten games at home and compiling a 9-1 record, J
the Lady Tiger softball team hit the road for the first time this year and ;
ran into some tough competition at the Arizona State Invitational \
Tournament. Pacific came away from the tournament having lost all six I
of their games and their 9-1 record was now 9-7.
On Thursday, the ladies faced a tough USIU squad and wound up 2-3*
losers despite collecting seven hits and getting some good pitching. Lisa
DeBenedetti scored in the first inning off Mary Harper's triple, and
Casey Baldwin scored in the fourth on an error.
The Lady Tiger's next loss came at the hands of the Utah State Lady
Aggies, 1-3. Pitcher, Shandra Konschak gave up only two hits, but the
offense could only produce one run which came in the sixth when
Baldwin reached base on a fielder's choice and scored on a single by
Shellie McCary.
On Friday, the Lady Tigers faced Arizona and Minnesota and lost by
scores of 1-6 and 2-5 respectively.
Against Arizona, the Lady Tigers scored their only run in the third.
Overall they collected five hits but were unable to cash them in for runs.
In the next game against Minnesota, seven hits were collected, including a
double by Wendy Hopper and a triple by DeBenedetti, but only two runs
came across the plate.
(see SOFTBALL, page 8)

WOMEN

(continuedfrom page 1)
and became active in the penal reform movement. Shortly after, she
was put on the board for reforming San Quentin.
She touches upon her reasons for her unrelenting energies in the
world outside the home, a "man's world" as it was considered at the
time, in one of her Socialist writings, "The Girl Who Would."
"Times without number I have been asked why I, a woman,
happened to become a machinist, and why I chose to trade so far from
a woman's prescribed sphere of action... Perhaps it was because
Nature, that sly, wise old mother, placed in my brain an unusually
strong desire to create."
Focus on Women Begins
An effort to focus on women's needs and to recognize such women
as O'Hare and Miller began in the beginning of this century. A bill
was soon passed to have a national women's day in March.
In the early 1970s, talk began about having a national women's
week in March, which was soon approved in a bill passed in 1981.
Finally, last year another bill was introduced and passed to extend it to
a month. Thus March was chosen as National Women's History
Month.

SNICKERS
(continued from page J)
bull. Unfortunately, he didn't
believe her and became the first
cowboy to experience the "pain"
of riding a bull.
Snickers Campus Comedy is a
great way to take a study break
and release that extra energy by

laughing. Snickers will be brought
to campus one time every month
by UPBEAT and will feature new
and exciting comic entertainment
every time.
Take some time off from those
busy schedules. Snickers can defin
itely bring some humor at a time
when midterms and studying are
not so funny.

PLAY

(continued from page J )
five. The coin-shaped stage was
surrounded by a back-drop of cre
dit cards and dollar bills, adding to
the juxtaposition of period ele
ments. One innovative touch
which helped to give new life to an
old play was the use of lighting.
The production crew chose to fade
to black and then flash neon co
lored lights against the back-drop
between scene changes. They also
incorporated popular music in
several parts of the play as well as
filler music in between the scenes.
The costuming seemed to en
compass the decades of the 60s,
70s, and 80s. This eclectic mode of
dress pushed the idea of modern
versus dated to an extreme and
detracted from the otherwise inno
vative approach.
Overall, the department of dra
ma and dance took a chance by
staging a play with half contem
porary flash and half historic mat
erial, but their efforts "paid off'
in the end.

Applications for Executive Board posi
tions will be available on March 7 in the
ASUOP Office and are due on March 14.
Applications for Associate positions will
be available on March 14 and due April 5.
If you'd like more information, please call 946-2233.

A

50%

Job Openings
Homeworkers Wanted! Top

pay I C.I., 121 24th Ave. NW,
Suite 222 Norman, OK
73069.

(continued from page /)
On Saturday, the last day of competition and the last chance f0r
ladies to bring home a victory, they were blanked by Arizona State
and Cal Poly Pomona 0-4.
^ , ,
Offensively, the Lady Tigers were led in the tournament by An,'8
Clement with six hits, Shellie McCary with five hits, and Mary Har|
with four hits. Bradach and Konschak performed relatively well over^
the pitching department but had their problems at key moments.
While the Lady Tigers did not fare well in the Arizona
Tournament, it did give them a chance to experience the type
competition they will face when PCAA play begins.
On Saturday, the Lady Tigers will face their first PCAA opponent, a ,
scheduled to
Santa Barbara. The game is a double-header
double-neaaer scneauieu
uu begin
ucgm at
«1„
pL ,
•
A i
11
Til 1. ti. iL A
f/\ fnoo T I r
at Oak Park. Next week, the softball team will hit the road to face Ud ,
onthe seventh, San Jose State on the eleventh, and Fresno State onfO^111
twelveth.

For Sale
Honda CVCC '77 - Runs

Great! $900 or best offer.
946-9981
Fischer Home Stereo Com
ponent - AM/FM. Cassette,

Summer and Career
Opportunities (will train). Ex
cellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean,
etc. CALL NOW: 206-7365103 ext. C205.

Turntable. 5 months old.
$100. 946-9981

Make big money this summer.

Zenith Data System seeks a

IBM Selectric Typewriter -

Perfect condition. $300 with
table. 946-9981

Alaska's cannery/tourist
industry seeking employees.
Insider detailed report on sum
mer jobs. Send $ 5 to Destine
Alaska, Box 231 894, Anc
horage, Alaska 99523.

motivated indiv. to be a
student rep. at UOP. Flexible
hrs., part time, earn a P.C.
and $$. Contact ZDS. Alex
Rush at (41 5)621-8545 ex.
4125.

HIRING! Federal government

Brother Compactronic Type
writer For Sale, has memory,

jobs in your area and
overseas. Many immediate
openings without waiting list
or test. $1 5-68,000. Phone
call refundable. (602) 8388885. Ext. 7481.
Sales: College grads opportu

nities for individuals with de
sire to build a career in the
stock brokerage industry.
Send resume to Box 6400,
San Mateo, CA 94403.
Typists - Hundreds weekly at

home. Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, NJ 07066.

lift off correction, and Daisy
Wheel type. Less than one
year old. $ 1 75 or best offer.
Call 944-7701.
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KX-T1423 Easa-Phone

To My Fiend:

I miss you!! I'm sorry I'm
always at the hideaway, ty
will see each other more promise!
-Your Fiend
Mother Earth

Is everything still good fo
you?
Sister Peace

yoshid3
Editor

•tfS&E5!;

-cts on all carnpu
the figures arc
Do you know what comi
K
the
average, ther
next? And it's not Peace,
OT
,
,„ina.
It is underst
Flowers, Freedom, Happi
*lS»keadvan,a*.
ness.
vicepfHtdent of £
Huh?! and What?
nH I don't think ther
»"S«nUobcclomB."
Linus
People like you are few an 1 A S U O P P r e ,
far between. I'm glad you're J jpation by students acre
!fdtime again, support
my best friend.
Chuck
h')Se This is not to say t hai
Hey Lisa!

R.

1

t apathy is definitely dec.
^great opposition to I i
nation, hundreds of stud.
iSl DP President Eric KjeUI
jore spirit g e n e r a t e d o n t
iere are so many things
rsity," Kjeldgaard insis

You did a fantasitic job in
Band Frolic! TDKA!
Stephanie
THE ULTIMATE: Coming

Fill this space. Call thepacifi- ig students in the year to
can at 946-2114. Classifieds are j&mount of knowledge t

soon to a field near you!

FREE for students, faculty ani Jible."
administration, $5 otherwise. ontributing factor to lac
lion from high school to
ifrom spirited high schcv
tic environment tiiat
igi kchool and college. Thii
riipation, spirit, and mo
ipould be recognized, tl
tvj xen "extremely spirit e
n rning, "I don't see whj
pighpercentage of stud
the University is know
4g to Chambers. She al
Hcampus overnights, a
Mlife and being involv
ie are still no explanat
"u this year, or the ovc
•tain the past two ye
tad Kjeldgaard
^een an exhausting.
'J with the sta.emer
!!tatherewouldn't b

$79.99

Answering System with Auto-Logic Operation,
Message Memo, OGM Skip, Automatic Interrupt
and Tone Remote Control

Limited to stock on hand.

Brian D.
Congratulations on the S(
ator position!
We're all gonna miss yop
up here. Come up and visit
every once in a while.
Love, Andi

Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Spring is hot.
So are you.
I love you

To the women of DDD:

Panasonic Answering
Machine
on |y

»Auto-Logic operation for one-touch message playback
»12-function tone remote control system, including OGM
Recording, Remote Turn On/Off, Memory Playback and Room
Monitoring
• 30 security codes (3 user selectable)
• Memory playback to review messages you haven't played before
»OGM Skip to switch promptly to ICM mode from OGM
» KX-T1423 can be activated from remote while OGM is playing back
» Microprocessor-controlled double cassette system
»Variable OGM of up to 30 seconds
• Selectable recording times of 1 MINA/OX
» Regular audio cassette for ICM
• Tone sounds to alert caller when ICM tape is full
• Monitor speaker for call screening
• Automatic interrupt from any parallel extension
• Message memo for in-person memo recording
• Automatic quick erase
» 3-step ring selector: 2/4/Auto •-»«
(toll-saver)
OOMRko*
»LED call counter for
up to 15 calls
• Volume control
• CaNing party control (CPC)
' Fully modular connections

thru 3/10/88

SOFTBALL
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Cruise Ships Now Hiring. M/F.

Executive Board & Associate
positions are available within

Stuffed 25%
Animals

NCAA

(continued from page 3)
The NCAA's Steitz contends the
new rule is working, noting even
coaches are trying to keep their
fans in line.
University of North Carolina
Coach Dean Smith, for instance,
interrupted a January 17 home
game to admonish some University
of North Carolina fans waving
their arms to distract an opponent
trying to shoot a free throw.
The opponent, moreover, was
Danny Ferry of archrival Duke
University, whose Cameron In
door Stadium fans often are cited
as among the most insulting in the
land.
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Open every Saturday 12-4
University Book Store
University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327
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